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January 28, 2017 to February 4, 2017
“Empowering Leaders for a Just and Humane World”
Seattle University International Inaugural
AlumniReception
Saturday, January 28, 2017 4:30pm-5:30pm
Student Center Room 160
SU Alumni that purchase a $20 ticket to the Internation-
al Dinner are welcomed to join us for cheese and wine
to network and greet each other prior to the 40 th
Anniversary International Dinner. The Reception will
serve as the official launch of the Alumni Chapter.
Contact: Marie Johnston; johnst37@seattleu.edu;
206-296-6260
40th Annual International Dinner:
"#IDFlashback40"
Saturday, January28, 2017 6:Q0pnv9:00pm
Campion Ballroom, Seattle University
The International Dinner is anexcellent opportunity to
celebrate different cultures, cuisines, and global music
with friends and family. Enjoy performances and food
from around the world prepared by students and local
Chef Paolo Campbell! Great prizes are raffled off
throughout the evening!
Tickets: $10 for Students
$20 for Staff/Faculty/Community
Tickets Available at: (Online) www.seattleu.edu/isc
Contact: Lauren Albano;albanol@seattleu.edu;
206-296-6260
Education Abroad: Winter Re-Entry Event
Monday. January 30, 2017 6;00pm-7:30pm
Student Center Room 130
This event is for students returning from education
abroad experiences. Connect with other students,
share your stories, and learn how to make the most out
of re-entry.
Contact: Kirsti Ruud; ruudk@seattleu.edu;
206-220-8259
Say My Name
Tuesday, January 31, 2017 Noon to 1:00pm
Student Center Room 210
Learn from native speakers, namely ourown interna-
tional students, some useful tips on pronouncing
namesin multiple languages. This popular program
includes lunch and has limited seating. RSVP required
to watanad@seattleu.edu.
Contact: Dale Watanabe; watanad@seattleu.edu,
206-296-6260
Panel: Hate Speech and Bias in the Current
Political Climate
Tuesday, January 31, 2017 Time is TBA
Location is TBA
This panel will examinethe current state of bias and
hate related speech in the current political climate.
Hate-related incidents & speech have been on the rise,
and in addition to the current day realties around these
issues some historical concepts will also be explored by
panelists. Panelists will be representatives from the
sponsoring organizations. Be sure to join us for this
engaging panel.
Contact: Tyrone Brown; brownt@seattleu.edu;
206-296-6074
Fireside Dialogue: Lessons Learned Abroad
Wednesday, February 1, 2017 12:30pm-l:30 pm
Xavier Global House 1st Floor Lounge
Do you want to learn more about students' experiences
studying abroad? Come listen to returnees from a
variety of education abroad programs share their
experiences and answeryour questions.
Contact: Gina Lopardo; glopardo@seattleu.edu;
206-296-6460.
Understanding Today's Wars: Briefings on the
Causes, Current Situations, and Possible Solutions
to Six Current Conflicts around the World
Wednesday, February 1, 2017 6:0Qpm-7:00pm
Administration Building Room 223
This panel presentation promotes adeeper understand-
ing and engagement with war and conflict around the
world. In this hour-long session, student presenters will
briefly describe the causes, current situations, and
possible solutions to sixconflicts around the world. The
presenters in this panel will be students from INST
3910-02:War & Reconciliation.
Contact: Dr. Serena Cosgrove; cosgrovs@seattleu.edu
Faculty-led Short-Term Programs Info Table
Thursday, February 2, 2017 ll:30am-l:30 pm
Student Center, 2nd Floor, East Information Table
Stop by to learn more about short-term education
abroad courses taught and led by SU faculty during
Spring break and summer.
Contact: Education Abroad Office;
educationabroad@seattleu.edu; 206-296-2226
Tea and Desserts TastingSocial
Thursday, February 2, 2017 Noon to 2:00pm
International Student Center Lounge - PAVL160
This event isaiming for students come to ISC and enjoy
tea from different countries and desserts, know some
tea history and fun fact about tea. In the meantime,
students can get to know each other and make friends.
Contact: Danlei Chen; 206-296-6260;
chend8@seattleu.edu
Peace Corps Information Session
Thursday, February 2, 2017 12:30pm-l:20 pm
Engineering Building 307
If you are looking for a meaningful way to develop your
professional skillsand engage in global development,
consider Peace Corps. Volunteers work in collaboration
with community members in more than 70 developing
countries. Allmajors are welcome.
Contact: Monica Duke; dukem@seattleu.edu;
206-296-6177
sU
A Taste of the International District
Saturday, February 3,2017 9;Q0am to 2:00pm
Off-Campus: International District
Join a guided walking tour of the international district, a
historical and cultural epicenter justa short walk from
campus! Wewill end our adventure with a meal
together in oneof the I.D.'s delicious restaurants.
Proposed, planned and facilitated by student leaders of
the OAR program.
Contact: Outdoor Adventure Recreation (OAR);
outdoor@seattleu.edu; 206-398-4588
Zindagj Na Milegi Dobara: Indian Student Associ-
ation Bollywood Movie Night
Friday, February 3, 2017 5:00pm (DoorsOpen &
Light Snacks Servejl) 5:30pm-7:30pm (Movie
Shown)..
International Student Center Lounge -PAVL 160
Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara (English: You won't get this
life again) is a2011 Indian coming-of-age comedy-dra-
ma where 3 friends combat their insecurities, fears and
shed the emotional baggage of the past. Come join us a
fun yet meaningful movie experience!
Contact: Polo Shambhavi; mehrotrl@seattleu.edu
Bavarian Dog Sledding
Saturday, February 4,2017 8;00am-6:00pm
Wenatchee National Forest/Leavenworth,
Washington State
Bridge into a unique lifestyle. Enjoy a dog-sled ride
through majestic snowfields and learn about the
strength it takes torun and racesnow dogs. Afterward,
step into Leavenworth's Bavarian-style town to taste
authentic foods and the atmosphere of a traditional
culture. With new appreciation for how Northern
people and their animals conquer the elements, take
the opportunity to come back to the city with a new
perspective of what winter means for different cultures.
Proposed, planned and facilitated by student leaders of
the OAR program.
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International Studies in the College of Arts and Sciences
Office of Multicultural Affairs
Outdoor Adventure Recreation Program (URec)
United States Peace Corps
Xavier Global House.
“Go, Set the World on Fire” - St. Ignatius of Loyola”
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Coordinated by:
The International Student Center (Division of Student Development)
&
The Office of Global Engagement (Office of the Provost)
For more detailed program information please visit http://www.seattleu.edu/isc/events
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DONALD TRUMP TAKES OFFICE-On Friday,
Jan. 20, Barack and Michelle Obama stood at
the doors of the White House as they welcomed
Donald and Melania Trump to their new home.
On Friday, Donald J. Trump was inaugurated,
officially making him the 45th President of the
United States. Crowds of anti-Trump protesters
marched through downtown Washington D.C.
at the peak of the ceremony, reaching roadblocks
which barred them from the main stage. Two
of the largest protest events were “Inaugurate
the Resistance” and “J20 Resist.” Meanwhile,
after making his oath, Trump gave his inaugural
speech in which he told the American people
that“this moment is your moment. It belongs
to you.” At 4 p.m., the inauguration parade
commenced and Trump walked with Melania
down part of Pennsylvania Ave. The night
ended with confetti as the nation celebrated its
new First Family.
WOMEN’S MARCH YIELDS RECORD
TURNOUTS WORLDWIDE—People around the
world took to the streets on Saturday, Jan. 21, to
advocate for the rights of women, LGBTQ and
reproductive rights, among others. The march
took place the day after Trump’s inauguration
with record-number turnouts. Seattle alone had
an estimated 130,000 marchers on Saturday.
Many protesters denounced Trump, his policies
and stances. The Womens March filled the streets
of several cities in the United States, as well as
London, Mexico City, Cape Town and other
metropolitan areas around the world.
NEWS
TRUMP’S FIRST DAYS IN OFFICE-President
Donald Trump has stated that one of his first
orders of business will be to scale back parts of
the Affordable Care Act. On Friday, the Senate
approved two ofTrumps committee picks: James.
N. Mattis as Secretary ofDefense and John F. Kelly
as the Secretary of Homeland Security. While
in the oval office, Trump also signed approved
legislation that provides a waiver for Gen. James
N. Mattis, allowing him to bypass the legal
requirements necessary for ato requiredeclaring
military officers to wait seven years before serving
as defense secretary. The internet realm has seen
some changes, too. Shortly after the inauguration,
the administration had removed information
about the LGBTQ community in the workplace,
as well as any information pertaining to climate
change, from their website. Trump’s “America
First Foreign Policy” has been posted. On Twitter,
the official @POTUS handle has been passed over
to Trump. The new president said that he will
continue to use his @realDonaldTrump Twitter
handle for straight contact with the public.straight
INFAMOUS DRUG LORD “EL CHAPO”
EXTRADITED TO THE US-Joaquin Guzman
Loera, better known as El Chapo, was flown into
the U.S. on Thursday, Jan. 22, to face charges for
overseeing a multi-billion dollar drug empire that
has moved at least 200 tons of cocaine into the
United States. El Chapo is known for running an
army of assassinsand drug traders that have killed
thousands of people in Mexico. His extradition
to the U.S. may foreshadow a lifetime in jail for
the drug lord. In the U.S. Guzman faces charges
in six federal districts. He will be prosecuted in
Brooklyn, and is facing a criminal forfeiture of $14
billion. It is planned to call dozens of witnesses to
testify against Guzman who currently is pleading
not guilty.
CONTROVERSY ON SUPPORTER TURNOUT
AND REBUTTAL-Donald Trump spent much
ofhis first day in office criticizing journalists and
news media, alleging that they had falsely reported
the size of supporter turnout at his inauguration,
and for stating that there was tension between
him and intelligence agencies after his denial of
Russian involvement in the presidential election.
KellyanneConway, Counselorto thePresident, said
on Sunday that the White House has “alternative
facts” to what the media reported. White House
press secretary Sean Spicer also denounced media
reports, declaring that the crowd was the largest
to ever witness an inauguration. Trump visited
the Central Intelligence Agency on Saturday to
give a speech intended to mend the relationship
between the CIA and the Trump administration.
In this speech, he further criticized the media.
U.S LUFTS SANCTIONS ON IRAN, US PRISONERS
■ *
RELEASED -After six years of civil war, Syrian
Rebel leaders sat down with Syrian government
officials to speak diplomatically. However, the
meeting quickly turned to accusations and
harsh words, and no real progress was made.
A member of the Army of Islam Muhammad
Alloush’s statement labeled the government as-
“a bloody despotic regime.” No civil discussion
reportedly took place as Syrian delegates refused
to negotiate directly. The main motive described
was to reaffirm the cease-fire decree that has
largely been ignored in most parts of Syria. The
meeting took place in Astana, Kazakhstan and
was arranged between Russia and Turkey. The
goal of the meeting, for the Russian government,
was to send the message that Russia could resolve
conflict using its influence.






Hundredsof thousandsof Seattleites took to the streets over the weekend.
On Friday, protesters gathered at Westlake Park for “Resist Trump: Occupy
Inauguration,” an unregistered march which culminated in the shooting of
a man at Red Square on the University of Washington campus. On Saturday,
a record number of people gathered at Judkins Park for the Womens March
which led approximately 130,000 people through the downtown streets of
Seattle. Nationwide, the weekend s protests broke the record for the biggest
post-inaugural march in U.S. history. - Nick Turner
TESS RISKI • THE SPECTATOR
Roughly 130,000people showed upfor the Womens March on Saturday.
NICK TURNER • THE SPECTATOR
SPD officers rushed to block traffic as protesters marched up Pike Streets toward
Capitol Hill.
NICK TURNER • THE SPECTATOR
A family holding signs together at Westlake Park on Friday.
NICK TURNER • THE SPECTATOR
Signs at the march on Friday decried the newly inauguratedpresident.
TESS RISKI • THE SPECTATOR
Security guards overlook Saturday's crowdfrom a balcony in Westlake Center.
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PLANNED PARENTHOOD EVENT CALLS FOR ACTION
Josh Merchant
Staff Writer
After a tumultuous election season
culminating intheelection ofPresident
Donald Trump, Planned Parenthood
hosted an event at Town Hall which
featured speakers from various local
and regional groups who discussed
the many ways that community
members could get involved in
the coming years.
Speakers nicknamed this the
“Inauguration for the Resistance,”
and took part in a discussion about
reproductive rights, and other topics
less central to PP’s mission like
immigrant rights, climate change,
LGBTQ+ rights and body positivity.
The featured speakers included
community leaders from a variety
of local organizations.
Sonya Renee Taylor, founder of The
Body is Not An Apology, a movement
that advocates for self-love and body
positivity, said that nothing about the
Trump administration is normal, and
that it’s crucial to deny its normalcy.
“How are you? You feeling good?”
she said. “Tell the truth! We are
conditioned to lie. Were conditioned
to act as if everything’s okay. And what
I want us to do is to disrupt the fallacy
of normalcy about the time that we
live in right now. There’s nothing
normal about this shit, y’all!”
She said that it’s okay to be enraged
about the election. “We should be
[angry]! Because when we stop
being [okay], that’s when we start to
acquiesce to it. That’s when we then
become complicit in its function.”
The emcee and moderator was
filmmaker Sherman Alexie, who
offered jokes as well as meaningful and
blunt commentary on the election.
“We brown folks are not shocked,”
Alexie said. “Please stop expressing
your shock. They’re your cousins
who voted for him... We brown
people voted against him in massive
numbers; gay people voted against
him in massivenumbers. We protected
ourselves and one another, but you
white folks did not.”
Alexie called on the audience to
6 NEWS
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Citizens ofSeattle gatheredfor “We Defy,” an event sponsored by Planned Parenthood.
hold its government accountable.
“We need to believe in government,”
he said. Alexie elaborated, saying
that he believes in the government
because it has worked in the past and
its best, it’s supposed to represent
the will of all, that we are supposed
to demand that it represent the will
of all. “Support your government,”
Alexie said. “Support your liberal-ass,
commie-ass government!”
Other speakers provided the
audience with specific ways to get
involved. Emily Chiang from the
American Civil Liberties Union
suggested that lawyers work
with the ACLU to fight for the
vulnerable, and Marcos Martinez
from Casa Latina called on the
wealthy to hire the organization’s
immigrant workers for whom
they find work.
As for more abstract ways to
fight the Trump administration,
writer Ijeoma Oluo called for a
redefinition of “unity.” She said that
unity doesn’t mean everyone gets
together and votes on which topics to
care about most. “Unity means that we
all show up in this room, and we turn
to each other and say, ‘How did you
get here? What do you need to move
forward?”’ Oluo said.
After the event, Oluo offered
advice specific to students at Seattle
University. “Make your college the
world you want to see,” she said.
“Shape your collegiate experience in
your image, and fight for that. Make
Seattle University the world that you
want to see when you leave.”
Furthermore, Oluo insisted that
students get involved in local politics.
She said that Donald Trump is getting
all of his power from the Republican-
majority House and Senate.
“That all came up in their
hometowns, and the only people
who cared, the only people who
took notice that these people had
terrifying policies were the old people
who voted them in. Your protest
means nothing if it doesn’t equal
action where you have your power.”
She shared some final thoughts on
gathering emotional strength moving
forward,citing that the feelings people
are experiencing now are similar
to what they felt when Bush was
reelected in 2004.
“I remember that feeling, and I
was probably about your age when
that happened, and you know what
we did? We rebuilt,” she said. “That
euphoria that a lot of young people
have felt coming up in these last eight
years, that feeling where they get out
and vote for change; that was rebuilt
out of the ashes of the very same
disappointment and frustration that
you’re feeling right now.”
Josh may be reached at
jmerchant@su-spectator.com
BREAKING THE SILENCE AT REFUGEE SIMULATION
Shelby Barnes
A&E Editor
March 2011—a peaceful protest in
Darra, Syria calling for the release
of 15 children arrested for political
graffiti turned violent after the Syrian
Army opened fire on the crowd.
Four were killed.
February 2013 —President
Assad refused to step down from
power, causing further unrest
throughout the country and straining
national relations. 70,000 civilians
were estimated dead.
September 2015 —a photo of Aylan
Kurdi shook the media world as the
reality of Syrian civilians fleeing their
country is put into perspective. The
image ofKurdi was ofhis body washed
up on a Turkish beach after his family
attempted to escape by boat. He was
three years old.
Dec. 13, 2016 —rebels begin to lose
control of Aleppo, many begin to
create farewell videos, their survival
indefinite, their fates uncertain. As
reported by CNN, 400,000 civilians
were estimated dead, 4.81 million
having fled Syria and 6.8 million
displaced within the country.
Dec. 22, 2016 —the Syrian
government had now completely
overtaken the city, sealing the defeat
of Aleppo’s rebel regime.
I am no expert, nor am I exempt
from the guilt of silence. Even in this
truth, a change mustbe made. We must
begin to educate, to seekknowledge of
that which we don’t understand. So
before you close your eyes, open them.
Before you turn your back, stand with
them. Ignorance cannot, and will not,
be solved by ignorance.
In March of 2011, I was but a
15-year-old woman who had been
reading headlines of the recent
uprisings in Syria. Confused, I sought
clarity. For the next five years I found
myself immersed by the enormity of
it all, the information intertwined
within a giant web of complexity.
In this time, I have shed tears of
frustration. Wrapping my mind
around the reality of that which so
many refugees experienced, I was,
and still am, conflicted. How did this
spiral so far? What is the weight that
these events will carry throughout
history? A few days ago, I was given
a small taste of the process that
Syrian refugees endure, and the
opportunity to further educate myself
on the matter.
St. James Cathedral hosted the
Syrian Refugee Simulation on
Saturday, Jan. 21. With participants
from a variety of areas present, Seattle
U’s Global Awareness Program (GAP),
the organization ofwhich I am a part,
was asked to join the event.
While the simulation was
underway, I volunteered as a registrar
officer, the individual responsible
for registering refugees into the
camp. Participants would start at
my station, then move to other
stations, such as the supply table and
the health center.
Though the simulation was
impactful, the heart of the event was
in the discussion. As questions were
asked, it wasn’t until one of the guest
speakers shared her story that the
gravity of it all came rushing toward
me.
She was a Jordanian woman who
had been working as an aide for
refugees on the island of Lesbos. She
explained that refugees would pay
smugglers to leave the island on boats,
despite the danger of this mode of
transportation. She spoke ofhow she
tried to deter many from travelling by
boat, encouraging them to instead use
the ferries.
Her story then took a dark turn.
One night, at 3 a.m., she and those
with whom she worked heard
screaming coming from the traveling
the boats. One had capsized, leaving
dozens of refugees stranded with
newspaper-filled life jackets.She spent
that evening, until the early hours of
the morning pulling people out of the
water, some alive, some not.
I’ll never forget when she spoke of
the horror of seeing a dead child. I’ll
never forget how, again and again,
she saved the lives ofothers. I’ll never
forget how she needs to keep a bottle
of antidepressants always at hand,
JANUARY 25, 2017
popping a pill whenever she feels an
episode approaching. I’ll never forget
the inspiration that she brings me.
That despite all that she has seen, she
still returns to the refugees. Her story
is their story. Her reality is their reality.
Her fight is their fight.
Never again the Holocaust.
Never again the Cambodian
Genocide.
Never again the Rwandan Genocide.
Never again the Syrian Civil War.
For those who read this, and for
those who don’t understand, try. I not
only encourage, but urge you to go
beyond the boundaries of your made
reality. There is no death worse than
that of silence, and it is one in which
we have all partaken.
Before we say “never again,” or
create another hashtag, let’s face our
equals and bring what should matter,
matter. In a world that is ever more
polarized, one turned head is another
turned dead.
Shelby may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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ISC HOSTS 40TH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL DINNER
Madeline Mesa
Staff Writer
The International Dinner will be
celebrating its 40th anniversary this
Saturday as the International Student
Centerhosts Seattle University’s largest
event.
The dinner, as in year’s past, will
include a variety of cultural dishes and
live entertainment. Seattle U student
volunteerswill prepare the the food.
“Almost all of our recipes are from
the cookbook that our International
Students put on and created, so that’s
kind of a way we’re tying the two
together. They’re all recipes from
past International Dinners,” said
Lauren Albano, Graduate Assistant
Programming Coordinator at the
ISC. “Anyone who’s interested in
volunteering in cooking will maybe
submit recipes for a couple options,
and then our Food Chair, Polo
Mehrotra, picks the one’s that would
work best together.”
Three weeks ago the Spectator
reported on a change in university
policy that would require food at
cultural events to be prepared by
Bon Appetit staff. The university’s
legal team put forth the proposal
based on legal liabilities and risks
associated with having students
prepare the food themselves.
Ethnic club members pushed back
against the policy change, arguing
that students were supposed to
build community by preparing food
together at these events. In response,
Bon Appetit revised their original
proposal, instead requiring the
catering company to purchase hats
and gloves for students, and also
provide them with training. This
means the food at this year’s dinner,
and possibly the years to follow, will be
prepared by students.
“This year we have ten different
recipes from different countries, and
we also have a local chef from Seattle,
and the head chef from C-Street
helping us,” Albano said.
In addition to the array of cuisine,
the night will also include live
entertainment. “Every year we try
8 NEWS
Student volunteers at the 39th InternationalDinner. SEATTLE UNIVERSITY ISC
to bring as many different cultures
into our performances, to reflect
the community of international
students here at Seattle U,” said
Sebastian Pronin, senior economics
and philosophy student, and the
entertainment chair for the dinner.
The International Dinner this
year will be featuring five different
performances along with a few
recurring acts frompast dinners.
“Thisyear, given that [it] is the Lunar
NewYear right on thedayofthe dinner,
we’re having a lion dance group,”
Pronin said. “We are also having two
Latin American groups, one is playing
live music from Brazil, the other is
going to be folk dancing from Mexico.
Then we’ve got a group that mixes
contemporary ballet with traditional
Indian dancing...And a marimba
group from Zimbabwe, and they
always bring the crowd, it’s always fun.”
In honor ofthe InternationalDinner’s
40th anniversary, students at the ISC
teamed up to create an International
Dinner Cookbook.
“The office was looking at all our
archives of recipes from previous
years, so we thought it’d be a really
greatway tocelebrate the anniversary,”
said Seattle U student Lynn Doan. “If
students like the food, then it’s a good
way for them to buy the cookbook so
they can make some of the recipes,”
Albano said. “We’ll be selling the
cookbook at the dinner, and we’ll
be selling it after.” The book will be
available for $20 and all proceeds go
to the InternationalDinner fund.
The dinner kicks off International
Week at Seattle U.
“International Week is generally a
campus wide programming effort.
We put out a call for programs early
in the year for academic departments,
campus clubs, student clubs, campus
offices, and other organizations to
contribute program ideas,” said Ryan
Greene, Director of the ISC.
These programs are meant for all
students interested in global issues,
and International Week provides
them a space to participate, discuss
and engage in different ideas.
The dinner will be held Saturday,
Jan. 28, from 6 to 9 p.m. in the
Campion Ballroom.
In addition to the buffet and
performances, the dinner will
also include a raffle featuring
prize packages from local shops,
museums, and restaurants.
Tickets for students are $10, and $20
for all non-students.
They can be purchased at the front
desk of the ISC office, or online at
https://id2017.eventbrite.com.
Prices are also discounted if for
those who reserve a table for the event.
There are expectedto be approximately
350 to 400 guests, so reserve a spot as
soon as possible.
Maddy may be reached at
mmesa@su-spectator.com
SEARCH FOR NEW PROVOST NARROWS TO TWO CANDIDATES
Carlos Cervantes
Staff Writer
After more than six months of
scouting and interviews, the search
for the new provost will soon reach
its conclusion—a decision that could
affect Seattle University’s campus
climate for years to come.
A number of staff and students
visited Pigott auditorium last week
for an opportunity to better acquaint
themselves with the candidates
and to ask them questions directly.
With the provost’s important role
of communicating the needs of
students and faculty to higher level
administrators, the results of the
search will undoubtedly influence
campus issues.
The first of the finalists to present
was Dr. Sharon Jones, Dean of
Engineering at the University of
Portland. With her prior experience
as a faculty member at Lafayette
College, Jones has cultivated a strong
background with mission-based
universities like Seattle U, making her
well-prepared for the role.
In her 20-year-long academic
career, as a person of color, Jones
has made it her goal to make the field
of engineering both more diverse
and more ethical.
“I wanted to be a role model for
people that looked like me,” Jones said.
She described her vision of the
university experience as holistic,
rather than compartmentalized, with
the Seattle U principles of social
justice, spiritual development and
academic rigor all working in tandem.
Her ideal model for the university
is also one that looks at students as
individuals with their own unique sets
of aspirations and challenges that they
must overcome.
“Student success is not the same for
everyone,” Jones said. “The challenge
is creating an environment where
everyone can know the opportunities
that are available to them.”
During the presentation, Jones also
fielded a series of questions about
how she would address issues facing
Seattle U faculty. Some of the most
SAMIRA SHOBEIRI • THE SPECTATOR PORTLAND MONTHLY
Provost candidatesMark Godfrey Mungal and Sharon Jones speak about theirqualifications
emphasized among them were pay
equity in the face of a bad housing
market, as well as the “silo” effect, in
which faculty of different colleges
tend to stay insulatedand do not work
outside their discipline.
The second finalist to present was
Godfrey Mungal, Dean ofEngineering
at Santa Clara University. Mungal
described his seven years as a dean
at SCU, and his previous experience
at Stanford University, as influential
in shaping the way he approaches the
role of provost.
In supervising the various
disciplines of engineering and seeing
their individual needs, Mungal
learned that a good leader is one that
has a broad understanding of the
groups they represent.
“It’s not about what you know,
but what you don’t know,” Mungal
reiteratedthroughout the presentation.
He referred to this philosophy as a
major goal for the provost, constantly
learning about students and staff
outside his area of expertise.
Mungal claimed that, by expanding
his understanding ofthe othercolleges
and the culture of the university as a
whole, he will be increasingly well-
equipped to represent them.
Mungal emphasized that his vision
for provost was to connect students
to their strengths and help them see
beyond their major.
“Education is not just about finding
your career, it’s about finding your
careerand your calling,” Mungal said.
“Ifyou realize your place in the world,
we have succeeded; if you haven’t,
then we have failed.”
The questions they contributed
made the candidates evaluate and
put forward their own definitions of
student success, as well as ideas on
how they would achieve them.
Student Government of Seattle
University represented the student
body well, but the overall turnout of
students left something to be desired,
with one of the candidates even
commenting that they had expected
more students.
“It’s critical for students to be
involved in these presentations
because it gives them the ability to
have direct input in the academic
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direction of the school,” said junior
internationalbusiness major and Vice
President of University Affairs for
SGSU Braden Wild, “Without that
input the school both makes choice
without valuable student input and
students loseagency in the process.”
The announcement for the new
provost with be made toward the
end of February. Until then, students
can visit www.seattleu.edu/provost/
search/ for more information on the
finalists and the process behind the
provost search.
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THE 10
10 CREATIVE SIGNS FROM
POST-INAUGURATION
PROTESTS
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were held across the country
following Donald Trumps
presidential inauguration on
Friday, culminating in the largest
inaugural protest in United States
history.
In total, over 3 million protesters of
all ages and experiences worldwide
joined together to makea statement
expressing their discontent with the
Trump administration.
“I believe the best social justice
advocacy education happens when
we just dive in and act for justice,”
said Mary-Antionette Smith, an
associate professor of English
and Women & Gender Studies at
Seattle U. “There really is no road
map for it. We learn as we go, and
sometimes we make mistakes, but
very often we get it right. The time
is now, and given the fact that ‘folks
are awake’ in this moment in our
U.S. historical time, the time is ripe
for stepping up and helping to stay
awake and act for justice.”
Seattle U students experienced
a variety of responses to the
inauguration. For some, it’s
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their first time getting politically
involved. Others have been doing
this for years.
“It’s my first protest,” first-
year student Abby Thomas said.
“I just transferred here from
a fairly conservative school in
Philadelphia, where I didn’t have
a lot of like-minded people who
wanted to go into Philly and take
action. They just wanted to say
their opinion and be done with it.
In Seattle people seem to be more
active in voicing their opinions, but
the real question is, what people
will do after this weekend.”
Carlos Rodriguez, a fourth-year
student and President of Student
Government of Seattle University
(SGSU), said he has always
been interested in marches and
demonstrations that advocate for
the rights of other people.
“I support these things all the
time,” Rodriguez said. “If you’ve
been doing this in the past, it’s
something that been normalized
for you to protest and fight for your
basic rights, which shouldn’t be a
thing, but I think for a lot ofpeople
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Creative signs were in abundance at both marches over the weekend.
that’s been the case.”
Trump, the 45th president
of the United States, took the
oath of office at noon on Friday.
Demonstrations began shortly
after across the country. Protests
in Washington D.C. took a turn
from peaceful to destructive when
people began smashing storefront
windows and a limousine was set
on fire. D.C. police reported that
217 people were arrested on Friday
after the events.
In Seattle, thousands gathered at
Westlake Center that same night
to protest Trump’s administration.
The protest, led by Socialist
Alternative Seattle and Socialist
Students of Seattle, hosted a
handful of speakers who argued
that Trump’s administration will
only deepen the divide in this
country. They say his campaign
will only benefit those who hold
the top one percent of wealth in
the U.S.
The speakers also criticized
Trump’s campaign rhetoric,
maintaining that racism, sexism,
ableism and Islamophobia must
be stopped.
After the protest ended around
6:30 p.m., crowds flooded Pine St. to
join a march that was unregistered
with the city of Seattle. Police in
riot gear were quick to act on their
feet once the central protest poured
into the streets.
Police reported that they had
to quickly close off streets to
protect the protestors, leaving cars
gridlocked into the late hours of
the night.
Further north, at the University
of Washington, a protest fighting
Trump’s administration and an
event featuring controversial
Breitbart News journalist and
speaker Milo Yiannopoulos
turned violent. One person was
shot following an altercation at
the protest, and has remained in
serious condition at Harborview
Medical Center.
On Saturday, even more people
took to the streets. The Women’s
March on Washington, which took
place in several cities across the
country, was organized to build
solidarity between women and
those who support women, so they
can pursue further action together
under the Trump Administration
over the next four years.
Tamika Mallory and Linda
Sarsour, who both helped organize
the march in Seattle, spoke on
a podcast to detail the goals of
the demonstration.
“The purpose is to really allow
an opportunity for many of
the communities that have felt
»
marginalized and in some ways
by the rhetoric and the actions of
people in the past election cycle,
and even before that,” Sarsour said.
“Even prior to this election cycle,
certain communities have been
feeling oppressed, and I feel like
were providing an opportunity to
give people a space to voice their
concerns, to build power with one
another where they are able to find
allies and like minded individuals
who are willing to work with them
in their local communities.”
Upwards of 600,000 gathered
together in Washington, D.C. on
Saturday for the women’s march.
In Los Angeles, estimates reached
350,000 people, according to
LA Weekly. It is estimated that
2.9 million people marched on
Saturday nationwide, making the
Women’s March on Washington the
largest inaugural protest in United
States history. This doesn’t include
the thousands who marched in
over 50 countries worldwide,
and a march on the continent
of Antarctica.
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A seemingly endless stream ofprotestersflowfrom Judkins Park at the start of the Women's March.
Seattle had never seen a march
of this size, where a crowd of an
estimated 130,000 women, gender
non-conforming, non-binary
and people that support women
marched through the streets.
Beginning in Judkins Park, the
crowd marched down Jackson
Street through the International
District, turning right on Fourth
Avenue, walking all the way
downtown before finishing at the
Seattle Center. KING5 reported
that the march, measured from the
first person to the last, was over
three miles long, and that people
were just entering downtown at 4
p.m. when the march was scheduled
to end.
“I went into the march feeling
very conflicted about it,” said |j
second-year student Hannah Lang.
“I was concerned that the march
shouldn’t be about anti-Trump, it
should be about the systemic issues
within our country that caused the
election of Donald J. Trump.”
“I went to the march because I felt
like I needed to. As for the march
itself, it was incredibly vibrant
and peaceful, however there were
parts that were not so great,” Lang
said. “I felt like there was a lack
of representation of transgender
individuals, and I do think white
women who showed up feel like
for the first time in their lives that
their rights are being threatened.
If this is the first time people are
marching, then that’s problematic.”
The March on Washington was
created to build a network of
people who can continue to act
after inauguration weekend.
“We want people to focus on
local elections,” Tamika Mallory,
an aforementioned organizer
of the march, said during an
interview on a podcast called Pod
Save America. “The power doesn’t
just lie in Washington, D.C., it
lies in your capitol buildings and
in your city halls. We gotta keep
people awake, we gotta keep the
message strong: we can’t afford the
silent majority anymore.”
Organizers of the march
introduced 10 actions for the first
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100 days of Trump’s tenure in the
White House. The plan provides
marchers with an action every
10 days. The first action: write a
letter to your respective senators,
detailing what matters to them and
how he or she is going to continue
to fight for it in the coming weeks
and months ahead.
Seattle U students are also
beginning to plan how they will
become involved locally and
nationally over the course of the
next four years.
Second-year student Adrienne
Hohensee started volunteering for
Planned Parenthood.
“I recently did some phone
banking stuff with them, and I feel
like that’s a good way to get involved
with them and the democratic
system,” Hohensee said.
Second-year student Sena Crow
has been fighting against the new
juvenile detention center that just
received a permit to be built two
blocks away from campus.
“More and more people me
getting involved with very local
issues,” she said. “Which is cool
because the lawmakers they are
pushing back against are hailed as
progressive and liberal.”
“We can be proud of ourselves
and say that was a historic march,
but there is still so much work to be
done,” Lang said, summing up the
weekend. “It should be about every
step of the way after this. For the
first time since the election, I have
felt a sense of hope and purpose.”
Despite an uncertain future, this
weekend’s demonstrations have
built a strong community that
stretches from coast to coast and
*
around the world. Disillusioned
voters are now focused and
determined to have their nose to
the grind to fight for the rights of
those who are most vulnerable.
Anna may be reached at
akaplan@su-spectator.com
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SAM EXHIBIT SHOWS PERSPECTIVES ON MIGRATION
Haley Witt
Volunteer Writer
Friday evening was a busy night
across the nation as many folks
buzzed with post-inaugural energy.
Ducking out of the hustle and bustle,
I sought tranquility at the Seattle
Art Museum. It was the opening
day of Jacob Lawrences “Migration
Series,” for which the museum was
providing free entry starting on Friday
and continuing for the rest of the
weekend. “Three-Day Free Day,” as it
was coined on the Facebook page, had
sold out for the rest of the weekend by
Friday night.
Before making its way to the Seattle
ArtMuseum forthis special exhibition,
the sixty-panel installation had been
split in half between the Museum
of Modern Art in New York and the
Phillips Collection in Washington,
D.C. Because Jacob Lawrence moved
to Seattle in 1971 to work for the
University of Washington, it is
particularly fitting for the “Migration
Series” to be hosted in his adoptive
home city. The series presents itself
as a narrative, depicting the story of
the African American movement
from the agricultural South to the
industrial North, each fraught with
danger and oppression.
Walking through the small room,
framed tempera paintings lined
the walls. The crowd formed a line,
shuffling silently from the first
image to the sixtieth. As the visitors
processed the plot, their faces twisted
into varying expressions of disdain,
ironic laughter and sorrow. You could
feel the whole room concentrating.
It was as if each person in line was
reading the same book, one page
ahead ofthe other.
I talked to visitor Bur Davis about
the story-like nature of the exhibition.
“As I was going through, I was
thinking, ‘Wow this should be a
graphic novel!’ or maybe I should
say, ‘This is a great graphic novel!’ It
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
was very informative. The thing that
I didn’t know that really surprised me
was the measures that the landowners
in the South took to try to keep
workers there by just imprisoning
them or by jailing the laboragents who
were coming down from the North.
Another thing I was thinking of [was]
the inevitable sorrow of this group of
people leaving a really awful condition
for a better condition and inevitably
what they find is also bad. And I was
just shakingmy head at that thinking,
‘God, what could’ve been done?”’
Another visitor, Tyler Fontenot,
commented on the importance of
recognizing migration history.
“I’m from Louisiana and we don’t
have a lot of history marked for
migration stuff. I think it’s a thing
that people don’t want to talk about
because people left the South and a
lot of people that stayed behind might
be resentful of it—people involved
in labor industry in the South. So it’s
interesting to see what somebody else
has to say from a different perspective
about migration.”
A child points to a piece at the new exibit. elise WANG
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Indeed, this graphic demonstration
of migration history seemed to
remind people of their own family
lineage. Reiko Dabney was one of
many men and women visiting who
felt personally connected to the art.
“It put the pictures to the stories I’ve
heard about my family and made it
more real for me in seeing how he told
the story of how African Americans
migrated. My family migrated from
Mississippi 'to Seattle in 1942 so
to see that told in stories...[In the
paintings], they went to Chicago and
Northern cities, but our family came
here. It was really empowering to
see that in pictures.” While Dabney
said the exhibition was particularly
powerful for her personal history, she
also confessed a troublingrealization.
“Many of the pictures you could
paint that same picture right now for
people about prison and not having
places to live, working and breaking
up unions, and all of those things. It’s
still happening right now. So, we still
have a lot of work to do.”
For some, spending inauguration
day at the SAM was a time for quiet
reflection. Gazing into the faces on
painted canvas, I watched many
onlookers lose themselves in the
characters crafted by Jacob Lawrence.
Guest Christina Miller expressed
gratitude for the space.
“It was such a great experience
to be able to see and read all of it at
once slowly and methodically with a
group of people, especially on a day
like today. It definitely feels like [the
Seattle Art Museum] took a great
opportunity to open their doors and
sort of promote art, education and
looking back on our country’s history.”
The “Three-Day Free Day”
event is over, but the complete
collection of Jacob Lawrence’s
“Migration Series” can still be
viewed at the downtown location
of the Seattle Art Museum through
April 23, 2017.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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SHAKIN’ IT WITH SAGE THE GEMINI AT THE CROCODILE
Yesenia Varela
Staff Writer
It’s unlike any other Wednesday night.
I should be at home, studying for an
exam I have in two days, I thought
to myself. A few songs performed
by a lineup artist later, I quickly
changed this thought: this is exactly
where I’m supposed to be tonight.
“And she gon shake it, like a
red nose, li-li-li-li-like a red nose,”
Sage the Gemini sang as the fog
machine made it hardly possible
to see Sage even with the bright
strobe lighting focused on him.
On Wednesday, Jan. 18, Sage the
Gemini appeared at the Crocodile
in Seattle. This was the first time
he was touring for himself, rather
than as an opener for another artist.
His most recent song, “Now and
Later” can be attributed to this.
A hit-single “Red Nose,” released
on May 19, 2012, reached numbers
14 and 10 on Hot R&B and Hip-
Hop Songs. The YouTube video
for this song, released June
10, 2013, hit 93,445,141 views.
The meaning being the song, “Red
Nose” cleared up in the music video.
By red nose, he means like a red nose
pit-bull dog, which appear in the video.
After the dog gets wet, the dog shakes.
So, Sage is direct when he says that
she’s going to shake it like a “red nose.”
From the shows I’ve been to, which
to be fair, have been a handful, Sage the
Gemini has been the most active with
the audience. As those in attendance
stretched their arms as far as possible
trying to capture a photo of Sage with
their phones, myself included, Sage
wouldgrab a phone and record himself
on their Snapchat accounts. This is
when I began to feel the push behind
me. After the first time he did this,
several others tried to puttheir phones
out as close to him as they could,
again, myself included. With the zero
luck I have he never chose my phone
but hey, he chose the one next to mine.
A few songs afterappearingon stage,
Sage the Gemini took his shirt off,
threw it to someone in the audience
and began singing, “Don’t You,”
from his album, “Remember Me.”
This slow-paced song allowed
him to slowly move his hand down
to unbuckle his belt, “Yeah you’re
bad and you know it don’t you.”
The room got hot as one of his fans
standing next to me intentionally
wet her lips to get Sage’s attention.
It worked. Sage pointed her out and
licked his lips. Everyone standing
on the floor rather than on the
balcony was under the age 21.
In 2014, Sage put together his
first album, “Remember Me.”
Aside from, “Red Nose,” this
album produced another song that
quickly hit the charts, “Gas Pedal.”
The crowd was jumping to his
single, “Now and Later,” which
appeared on Oct. 14, 2016. The music
video pertaining to the song appeared
on YouTube on Dec. 13, 2016.
“I can be a lifesaver, treat me like a
jawbreaker, you got 31 flavors, baby,”
Sage and the audience sings. “You can
get this now and later, now and later.”
The song was inspiredby a Now and
Later candy, which he was eating at a
time he had not had one in a while.
It’s supposed to be written for a crush,
a beautiful girl he’s come across. This
was his way of writing her a loveletter.
The upcoming album “Bachelor
Party,” which this track belongs to, is
to be released this year on Feb. 13. His
owned labels, “Global Gemini” and
“AtlanticRecords” willbe releasing it. A
few other tracksconfirmed tobe in this
album are, “Hands,” “It Ain’t MyFault”
and “Hot Coffee,” featuring Chippass.
At the show, Sage covered a few
songs from other artists, including
Omarion’s “Post To Be,” allowing the
audience to sing Jhene Aiko’s “but he
gotta eat the booty like groceries” part.
From how loud the audience was,
I’m sure everyone knew the lyrics.
The lineup to this show included
Derek King, who set the mood for the
rest of the show. One of his singles,
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“Jump,” features Sage the Gemini.
Later in the show, King came back
out to the stage to perform it with
Sage. A Disk-Jockey present at the
show surprised me as he played the
song “Gasonlina” by Daddy Yankee.
As he closed the show, the audience
asked for more, but he declined and
simply thanked Seattle for hostinghim.
Yesenia may be reached at
yvarela@su-spectator.com
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SHYAMALAN’S “SPLIT” NOT JUST ANOTHER HORROR FLOP
Bailee Clark
Volunteer Writer
From seeing dead people to seeing
crop circles, M. Night Shyamalan has
created some classics over the years.
He started out with movies that
became instant hits and that later
became some of the most recognized
horror films in the genre “Signs,”
“The Sixth Sense,” “The Village.”
Lately, however, Shyamalan has been
disappointing critics and audiences
with movies like “After Earth,” “Devil”
and “The Last Airbender.” Things
seemed to be looking up when he
released “The Visit,” a thrilling movie
that left a lot of film buffs questioning
whether this was a fluke. After seeing
his most recent film, “Split,” I can
say that things are looking up for
Shyamalan again.
Split offers a fresh take on the cliche
concept ofyoung, dumband attractive
girls being kidnapped by a crazed
middle-aged man. James McAvoy,
a talented actor who has been in
the X-Men franchise and Showtime
original “Shameless,” created for
audiences a new image ofa kidnapper.
While two of the girls live up to the
stereotypical hysterical and begging
victim, actress Anya Taylor-Joy’s
character, Casey, saves the movie
from sliding into repetition and
predictability. Taylor-Joyrecently gave
a stellarperformance inTheWitch, and
she struck again with her role in Split.
Casey is a mysterious and brooding
character who refuses to play victim.
She is intelligent, calm and rational.
We are shown flashbacks of Caseys
troubled childhood, and viewers feel
a connection to her as she fights the
demons right in front of her while
simultaneously fighting the demons
of her past.
McAvoy breaks the stereotype of
middle-aged male kidnapper who
constantly torments his abductees.
We are instead given a kidnapper
who is suffering from dissociative
personality disorder, and has 23
personalities along with a mysterious
24th personality known as “the beast.”
Collectively, these personalities are
16
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called the horde. His personalities
range from the hilarious Hedwig,
a nine-year-old boy who likes
dancing to Kanye West, to Dennis,
a man with OCD who confuses and
frightens the girls. Other personalities
include Orwell, Jade, Samuel and
the seemingly rational Barry who
is obsessed with fashion and often
does the talking when interacting in
the outside world. Be ready to cringe
when the terrifying beast comes
out. Some scenes are not for the
faint ofheart.
“Split” builds suspense with eerie
audio and intense close ups, and
inflicts anxiety with extended action
sequences. The movie delves into the
human psyche and the mystery that is
the human brain. It isn’t often that a
movie can make you laugh and then
five minutes later make you cringe
with disgust. “Split” blends humor,
suspense, mystery and an element
of the supernatural that will leave
you wondering what it means to be
a human. Perhaps everyone has a
demon within them, and multiple
voices in theirhead that are struggling
to be heard. As McAvoy’s character
states: “Only through pain can you
achieve greatness.”
Shyamalan is famous for creating
strange twists, building suspense
and inflicting paranoia as the viewer
tries to figure out what the hell is
going on. “Split” is no exception. The
movie builds psychological terror as
the viewer tries to decipher the many
personalities of the kidnapper. A
palpable stresscould be felt throughout
the theatre as the girls struggle to
escape the strange assailant. There
are even a few moments of social
satire that will be appreciated by the
perceptive, clever and cynical viewer.
“Split” was an intriguing film
that stands out from the droll of
recent horror flicks. The film isn’t
perfect: some of the characters
are underdeveloped and cliche,
and there isn’t anything absolutely
groundbreaking that occurs. Besides
some mild problems and the inclusion
of overused characters, “Split” is a
great movie.
While “Split” does not stand up
to - the twisted greatness of other
Shyamalan films like “the Sixth
Sense” and “Signs,” it is a solid work
that makes me wonder what he will
do next. If you are into horror, dark
comedy and intense thrillers, make
your way to the theatre to see “Split.”
Come meet the horde.
The editormay be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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SINK YOUR TEETH INTO KATSU BURGER
Tess Owen
StaffWriter
It was tired feet and growling
stomachs that led my group of
womens marchers into the new
Katsu Burger on Saturday. We had
been walking for a few hours with
the Womens March before deciding
we needed to fuel up to make it
through the day. Our choice of
fuel? A deep-fried burger, nori fries
and a matcha green tea milkshake
from Katsu Burger, a new inspired
Japanese American fusion restaurant
on Capitol Hill.
The unique burger joint is located
on 12th Avenue and East Madison
Street, next door to Mighty-O
Doughnuts. On first glance, the
spot seemed simple, with a basic
hamburger sign hanging outside the
door. As we entered, the restaurant
was a lot larger and more hip than
I expected. There was a large mural
to the left and a bar for ordering
along one wall. The environment
had a classic Capitol Hill vibe, with
communitytables and casual service.
The menu is a bit overwhelming,
especially if you’ve never had
anything like a fried, Japanese-style
burger. I had to ask the worker at the
counter approximately a thousand
questions before deciding on the
“Tokyo Classic,” a matcha green tea
milkshake and nori fries.
Katsu Burger prides itself on being
unique, honest, and delicious, and I
can truthfully say that I have never
experienced a meal quite like the one
I treated myself to at Katsu Burger.
First of all, there are a few disclosures
I feel like I need to make. One, I am
not a huge fan of hamburgers in
general. It’s not that I dislike them
at all, but it’s a rare moment to find
me actively craving and seeking out
a burger. Second, I am definitely not
an expert in the arena of fried foods.
I can probably count on two hands
the amount of times I have eaten
fried foods (other than French fries
because come on). Lastly, I have
definitely never combined these two
things and eaten a fried burger, until
I stumbled into Katsu Burger.
Our food arrived without much
delay, which was good because
we were all getting a little hangry.
Each burger is served with cabbage,
tomatoes, red onions and pickles.
Depending on which burger you
order, there are multiple meat
options, like grass-fed beef, chicken,
pork, or tofu. My burger, the Tokyo
Classic, came with grass-fed beef
katsu, Japanese mayo and Tonkatsu
sauce. This was the mostbasic of the
burgers, but because it was my first
time I decided to start with a classic.
Other options include the “Teriyaki
Chicken” burger, with chicken
katsu, pineapple, Japanese mayo
and teriyaki sauce.
The burgers served here are
massive and very filling, so if
Katsu Burger features a Japanese stylefried “katsu”patty and nori seaweedfrench fries. KYLE KOTANI .SPECTATOR
you’re not ready for that kind of
commitment I would recommend
splitting with a friend. The meat is
seasoned with miso seasoning and
then hand formed. After the patties
are formed, they are submerged in a
homemade tempura batter and then
breaded with Japanese breadcrumbs.
From there, the burger is dropped
into a canola oil deep fryer and
cooked until golden brown.
These burgers are juicy, delicious
and absolutely full of flavor.
Although at first I was intimidated
by the concept ofKatsu Burger, it was
clear with myfirst bite that I wouldn’t
get anything like it anywhere else.
These creations have the comfort
of a classic burger with the added
twist of unique flavors and textures.
I loved the shredded cabbage on the
burger, it soaked up all the yummy
sauces and moisture.Although these
burgers are quite the commitment,




If you have a sweet tooth, I would
highlyrecommend the matcha green
tea milkshake. It was honestly the
best milkshake I have ever had and
I might become a regular at Katsu
Burger just for that. I would also
recommend ordering the nori fries.
Nori is a seaweed seasoning and
I think it pairs perfectly with the
flavors in the burger. The fries at
this burger joint are thin and light,
which makes it easy to eat a whole
box without really trying.
Katsu Burger exceeded all of my
expectations. At first the concept
intimidated me, but now I know I’ll
become a regular at this spot and I
hope the servers are ready to make a
lot of green tea milkshakes.
Tess may be reached at
towen@su-spectator.com
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CRITIC’S CORNER: “20TH CENTURY WOMEN” PASSES BECHDEL TEST
Jenna Ramsey
Editor in Chief
“20th Century Women,” the latest
feature from director Mike Mills,
so smartly captures the realities of
growth and loss that it often has the
feel ofa documentary.
This quality is best explained by the
fact that the films central character,
Dorothea (Annette Bening), is
based on the director’s mother. It’s
not new territory for Mills to infuse
autobiographical experiences into his
fictional writing; “Beginners” (2010)
told the story of his father, who came
out as gay at age 75 and passed away
five years later. Though the two films
could be considered companion
pieces, they stand in stark contrast to
one another.
Where “Beginners” saw Mike Mills’
self-inspired character in his mid-
30s, “20th Century Women” recalls
his experiences as a 14-year-old. But
the focus is hardly on the young boy,
Jamie (Lucas Jade Zumann). This
movie is about the three women
who raise him.
Dorothea, an older mom feeling
more out of touch with her son as
each year passes, enlists two young
women to help ensure Jamie becomes
a respectable man.
THIS WEEK IN ART...
WEIIESIM THURSDAY SHAY SATURDAY
WHAT: LUCINDA WILLIAMS WHAT: CPR PRACTICE WHAT: CLAUDIA ROWE WHAT: COFFEE CON
WHEN: 8 PM WHEN: 8 PM WHEN: 7 PM WHERE: SEATTLE CENTER




WHAT: THE TROJAN WOMEN WHAT: AFRICAN RENAISSANCES WHAT: REAL LOVE '90S
WHERE: THE SLATE THEATER WHERE: SEATTLE ART MUSEUM WHERE: HAVANA
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First is photographer and cancer
survivor Abbie (Greta Gerwig), who
rents a room in Dorothea’s sprawling,
messy house. Then there’s Julie (Elle
Fanning), a troubled 16-year-old
Jamie is in love with—or so he thinks.
Their combined perspectives on
the world, both coming from much
younger viewpoints than that of
Dorothea, help enlighten Jamie on
complex topics like sex and women’s
rights. But Dorothea begins to worry
as the movie progresses that her plan
to see Jamie thrive is forcing him to
grow up too quickly.
Set in 1979 Santa Barbara, “20th
Century Women” checks off all
the bullet points of a period piece.
Birkenstocks, slouchy pants and box-
dyed red hair mark the generational
gaps between characters. Music from
Black Flag and Talking Heads scores
the film almost entirely. And there’s
no better reminder of the era we’re in
than a scene showing the characters
crowded around a TV to watch
President Jimmy Carter give a speech
about America’s “crisis of confidence.”
“He’s screwed,” one character
says after the speech, to which
Dorothea responds, “I thought that
was beautiful.”
But the similarities between thenand
now are hard to look over, and the 40
years separating these characters from
life today seem almost nonexistent as
they deal with cultural shifts in art,
music and the feminist movement.
Like “Beginners,” the movie is
narrated from the future by its
characters. Jamie’s adult voice tells us
about his mother’s impact on his life,
while Dorothea occasionally comes in
as an overdub—speaking not to the
audience, but to her son.
Also reminiscent of “Beginners,”
the cinematography is gorgeous, and
anyone can appreciate this movie on
an aesthetic level.
Still, thebiggest achievementof“20th
Century Women” is that itscharacters
feel like real people. It overcomes the
irritating tendencies so many “indie”
films slip into: to prioritize plot over
character development; to offer
dialogue that sounds smart on a page
but forced coming from someone’s
mouth in conversation; to exaggerate
characters’ quirks to the point of
caricature. Finally, it doesn’t shy from
creating female characters that are
complex, and at times unlikeable.
And that’s so incredibly refreshing. It
is all too rare to see women portrayed
in film as they are in reality, and the
balance Mills finds between movie-
charm and realism is impressive.
Scene-to-scene, “20th Century
Women” could definitely be critiqued
for lacking focus. At one point in
the movie, Abbie takes photos of
items she owns—a bra, a tube of
lipstick, even a photo of a photo—-
and combines them to create a “self-
portrait.” Her project is similar to how
this movie comes together; a series of
moments that don’t necessarily relate
in obvious ways, but that together feel
representative of a place in time.
After Saturday’s Women’s March
on Washington, which over 3 million
people around the world participated
in, there is hardly a better time than
now to see a movie that celebrates
women. If nothing else, this film is
worth seeing for a typically stellar
performance from Annette Bening.
“20th Century Women” is currently
playing at the SIFF Cinema Egyptian
in Capitol Hill and at the Regal
Meridian 16 downtown.
Jenna may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com




Green Bay 21, Atlanta 44
In a game that pitted the NFC’s
top-rated quarterbacks against one
another, it was the home team Falcons
who finally put an end to Rodgers &
Co. attempt to run the table, flying
high with a convincing 44-21 victory
over the visiting Packers on Sunday.
In the first of two championship
games, the contest looked over as
soon as it started. Atlanta burst out
of the gate on Green Bay, scoring 31
unanswered points to take control of
the narrative, and earn the franchises
second Super Bowl invite.
Atlanta’s Matt Ryan was simply
superb as he exorcised his playoff
demons of the past in his ninth year
under center for the Falcons. His
392 yards on 27/38 passing for 4
touchdowns and no interceptions was
good for a 2017 playoff high rating
of 139.4, and almost bested his own
playoff-best mark of 396 yards passing
in 2013 against San Francisco.
Despite the belief they could run the
table all the way to the Super Bowl, the
Packers were at a huge disadvantage
against Ryan and the Falcons. For a
Packers team that was going to have to
stop Ryan through the air to survive,
they entered the matchup depleted by
injuries to the secondary—a weakness
which showed.
Not only did Atlanta trounce Green
Bay on offense, their mostly forgotten
defense under coach Dan Quinn has
been on the rise since the end of the
season. The Falcons stymied Rodgers
with pressure, and all but eliminated
the running game. Case in point—
Rodgers was the leading rusher with
46 yards.
After starting the season 4-6 in a
weakened NFC North, the Packers
got their act together as Rodgers
performed epiclydown the stretch. He
would finish the regular season with
SPORTS
40 touchdowns to only 7 interceptions,
however, it was not enough to stop
the Falcons.
“I’m really proud of these guys. We
battled,” Rodgers said. “We had our
backs against the wall for eight weeks
in a row and won some big games. We
just came up a little short.”
In the last game ever played in the
Georgia Dome, the Falcons and their
71,000 plus fans gave one special
soundoff to their home since the 1992
season. The party-like atmosphere was
understandable as the team returns
to the Super Bowl for first time since
their 1999 loss to the Denver Broncos.
“We’ll enjoy it because it’s hard to
get to this point. I know that from
experience,” Ryan said. “But our
ultimate goal is still in front of us.”
The Atlanta Falcons will meet the
New England Patriots in two weeks
when the teams face off in Houston for
Super Bowl LI (51). The Falcons enter
as three point underdogs, but will
aim to win their first ever Lombardi
trophy. Since entering the league, Matt
Ryan has yet tobeat the Patriots, going
0-2 in his career against them.
AFC Championship Game
Pittsburgh 17, New England 36
After winning a game without
scoring a touchdown last week,
the Pittsburgh Steelers’ inability to
cross the goalline cost them big time
against the New England Patriots
who advanced to their second Super
Bowl in three years in a 17-36 win
in Foxborough.
In thefinal conferencechampionship
matchup of the 2016 regular season,
the Patriots victory propelled them to
a record setting ninth franchise Super
Bowl berth after their sixth straight
conference championship appearance.
Statistically the two teams battled
equally, but visually it was all New
England. Two Pittsburgh turnovers
were the difference in opportunities,
and the Steelers hurt themselves by
going eight straight quarters
without scoring a touchdown.
Entering the game’s midpoint,
New England held a 17-9 lead, which
had to give Pittsburgh hope as they
attempted to rebound from a tough
first half.
In a game that pitted Hall-of-
Fame quarterbacks against one
another, neither team rushed the ball
effectively* Both teams posting less
than 3-yard averages, and failed to
combine for even 110 yards total for
the entire game.
Steelers coach Mike Tomlin was
visibly perturbed at his team’s lack
of offensive production the last two
weeks, especially after the loss of star
running back Le’veon Bell late in the
game’s first quarter.
“We’ve got to be capable of
overcoming those things,” Tomlin
said. “We didn’t get a lot accomplished
tonight.”
Even Pittsburgh’s epic hero Ben
Roethlisberger could not salvage
the team’s hopes, though he tried.
Without the presence of Bell, New
England’s defense pestered and
harassed Roethlisberger who finished
with 314 passing yards, a pick, and a
garbage-time TD to make the game
appear closer than it ever was.
KEVIN C. COX, VIAGETTY IMAGES
MattRyan (left) and Tom Brady (right) willface offin Super Bowl LI
The Patriots looked tough and
resilient, breaking tackles for big
gains, and airing the ball out down
field when opportunities arose. No
one looked better than wideout Ben
Hogan, who caught 9 balls for 180
yards and two scores.
Patriots quarterback Tom Brady,
who was remarkable all season,
turned in his best playoff performance
of his career. His 384 passing yards set
a franchise record, and he threw three
TD passes on his way to a 127.5 rating.
“It’s been a long journey, but I’ve
worked really hard to get to this
point,” Brady said. “We’ll see if we can
write the perfect ending.”
The New England Patriots will meet
the Atlanta Falcons in two weeks
when the teams face off in Houston
for Super Bowl LI (51). The Patriots
enter as three point favorites to win
their fifth Lombardi trophy under
the direction of Bill Belichick, and
Falcons coach Dan Quinn will aim
to avenge his 2014 Super Bowl loss to
New England when he was defensive
coordinator in Seattle.






basketball team won Saturday
evening 86-60, against Grand Canyon
University (10-7, 2-2), making them
undefeated in the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) play. With a
26-point lead, it has been their best
output this season.
“I thought we executed our game
plan incredibly well. I thought we
were really ready to play this game,”
Seattle U women’s basketball coach
Suzy Barcomb said. “You had an entire
week to prep for the team. You’re on
your home floor. It’s a game you have
to stay undefeated, so I thought all the
energy was really good for us tonight.”
The Redhawks (7-12, 4-0 WAC)
started with the ball and within
moments, junior forward Jacinta
Beckley scored, setting the mood
for the rest of the game. They were
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
Going into Saturday’s matchup against
Grand Canyon University (13-7,
3-1 WAC), Seattle University (9-10,
1-3 WAC) was looking to gain some
momentum in the Western Atlantic
Conference (WAC), but could not pull
out the win.
The Redhawks were looking to
change their fortunes against the
Antelopes, against whom they are 1-6
all-time.
A game after their first conference
win the Redhawks dropped a tight
game in which they led for nearly 33
minutes. They controlled the pace of
the game in the first half and played
well together, but the Lopes fought
hard to stay in the game and came
away with a 61-59 victory.
It was an exciting game with both
teams knocking down their three
point attempts. The Redhawks looked
to be in control of the game taking a
52-46 leadwith six minutes left to play.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL REMAINS UNDEFEATED IN WAC CONFERENCE
MEN’S BASKETBALL LOOKING FOR ANSWERS AMID ANOTHER LOSS
20 SPORTS
particularly efficient from the
three-point line, shooting 9-20 on
such shots.
In the first half, the Redhawks took
the lead, but the Lopes were able to
quickly catch up. After a 20-9 run to
start the game, they went cold as the
visitors cut it to 21-20. The Redhawks
took advantage of a media timeout to
reset the game plan. They would steer
away from attempting to shoot early
in the shot clock and went back to
basics. They used this to go on a run
and extend the lead to By the
time there was five minutes left in the
game, the Redhawks had a 21 point
lead, putting the gameaway for good.
“There was a little time that we lost
oitr focus but as soon as we caught it
back, we caught our leadback. We kept
pushing our lead, so that was good,”
said senior Alexis Montgomery, who
plays wing for the Redhawks.
Freshman guard Kamira Sanders
helped lead the team, scoring a career
This came after a sequence in which
both teams couldn’t miss, knocking
down seven three-pointers in a row
between them.
After their next bucket the
Redhawks would slump late, going
scoreless over a four-minute stretch
that would prove crucial. It allowed
GCU to take a 58-54 lead. Sophomore
guard Jack Shaughnessy would the hit
a three to cut the lead to one, but that
is the closest the Redhawks would get.
A series ofmiscues put the game out
of reach for them. Down two, senior
Brendan Westendorf was called for
an offensive foul while driving to the
basket. Two misses at the line by GCU
gave the Redhawks one last chance,
but Westendorf would turn the ball
over again, allowing GCU to seal the
game at the line.
The Lopes were led by junior Joshua
Braun and senior DeWayne Russell,
who scored 19 points apiece.
The Redhawks still played one
of their better games of the season,
shooting 47 percent from the line and
high 24 points, while Montgomery
scored 25 points, with 14 total
rebounds. The team knew how to
execute each play, utilizing each
player’s strengths.
“It was a good team win,”
Montgomery said. “Our goal in the
game was to keep our leadand keep it
going to prove to the other team what
we’re about. Shout out to my team for
setting me up and getting me in the
position to score.”
Last season, GCU beat Seattle U
twice. The first game was played
in Arizona and the second at the
Connolly Center.
This game gives the Redhawks a
4-0 record in conference play. So far
they have defeated CSU Bakersfield,
University of Missouri, Kansas City,
Chicago State University and now
Grand Canyon University. Next, they
go up against New Mexico State and
the University of Texas Rio Grande
Valley, at short turnaround games.
playing great team defense. A down
point for them was taken just six
shots from the free throw line. Their
defensive prowess was on full display,
allowing just six points in the first
13 minutes of the game, and keeping
the Lopes to 28 percent shooting
in the first half. It is a frustrating
loss for a team trying to put all the
pieces together.
Freshman Matej Kavas followed up
his career high 24 points with another
solid performance, a team high 16
points on 7-13 shooting. Senior
KYLE KOTANI • THE SPECTATOR
No. 1 Morgan Means played only 18 minutes, but ended with 9 points, 5
rebounds and 3 asssists in the loss to UMKC
No. 3 JacintaBeckley drivesfor the bas-
ket and the foul, adding to her final to-
tal 18 points.
“I don’t think people anticipated
being 4-0 so we’re going to take it and
run with it,” Barcomb said. “We’re
going to run like we stole something,
that’s how we’re going to play.”
Yesenia may be reached at
yvarela@su-spectator.com
William Powell had another solid
all-around performance scoring six
points to go along with six assists, nine
rebounds, and three steals.
The Redhawks return home this
week for a three game homestand at
KeyArena. They play New Mexico
State on Thursday, followed by
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
on Saturday as they try to get back on
track in the WAC standings.
The editormay be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
KYLE KOTANI • THE SPECTATOR
SU SWIMMING GAINS MOMENTUM
Sam Schultheis
Online Content Editor
Seattle University’s swim team was
in their own world at the Connolly
Center this weekend. With the smell
of chlorine in the humid air, the
constant shouts, cheers, and clapping
of supporting fans and teammates
and shouts of “S-U-relay!” echoing
across the pool deck, it’s easy to forget
about anything other than the meet.
Especiallywhen the Redhawks put on
such an incredible show: the women’s
team (9-6) defeated rival Simon
Fraser University (SFU) 119-84, and
the men’s team (6-4) 138-65.
“We expected it to be a little bit
closer than that, so I think we all did
pretty well,” said men’s captain Alec
Barnard, a senior at Seattle U.
The meet began with Seattle U
neck-in-neck with SFU. But as the day
went on, Seattle U gained a solid lead
against the team from Canada.
NBA DELIGHTS AND DISAPPOINTMENTS
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
The 2017 National Basketball
Association (NBA) has officially
reached its halfway point with most
teams having played their 41st
game this past week. It has been an
exciting first half and it’s time to take
a look at the biggest delights and
disappointments so far.
Delights
Utah Jazz—The Jazz have made
huge strides this year and currently sit
tied with the Clippers for fourth place
in the Western Conference. Gordon
Hayward and Rudy Gobert are having
career best years for a stingy Jazz
defense. George Hill has provided a
steadypresence at point guard filling a
role that has been a much needed the
past few seasons.
James Harden, Point Guard—
Houston Rockets coach Mike
D’Antoni might have looked like he
was trying to rebuild the glory days
of the “Seven Seconds or Less” Suns
Head coach Craig Nisgor, who is in
his sixth year with Seattle University,
was also proud ofhis swimmers.
“I really feel that the team came
together as a team,” he said. “I believe,
if I look back over the records, this is
the largest margin of victory we’ve
ever had over Simon Fraser, on
both sides.”
The support Seattle U’s swimmers
have for one another absolutely
showed throughout the entire meet.
The most exciting race was the men’s
500-yard freestyle. For most of the
20-lap race, freshman Austin Barnard
trailed SFU swimmer Mackenzie
Hamill by no more than a foot. The
swimmers remained neck-in-neck,
fighting for position, until the last 75
yards with Barnard pulling ahead,
winning the race by .51 seconds with
a time of 4:41.22.
Looking back on the season, with
both the men’s and women’s teams
earning winning records, Nisgor
when he installed James Harden, who
has always played shooting guard,
as his point guard, but it has been a
revelation for the Rockets. Harden
is leading the league in assists and
leading his team as the Rockets look
like legitimate title contenders.
Joel Embiid, Superstar—After
sitting out his first two seasons
in the NBA due to foot surgeries,
Embiid is bringing basketball back
to Philadelphia. The center has been
carrying the team as the 76ers are
winning games, which have come at a
premium the past few seasons. He is
averaging 20 points, nine rebounds,
and two and a half blocks per game,




picked the Timberwolves as sleeper
contenders for the 8th seed in the
Western Conference, but their
youth is showing, even with new
head coach Tom Thibodeau. They
have some stars in the making to
wouldn’t reveal the team’s secret
to success.
“We have nationally-ranked
swimmers in both breast strokes, we
have backstrokerswho are top 8 in the
league right now, we also have some
butterflierswho are top 8 right now, so
it’s hardto say what our actual overall
strength is,” Nisgor said. “It’s not like
we have one specific event that we’re
stronger in and that’s it.”
Women’s Captains Blaise
Whittenauer-Lee and Annika Perry,
both seniors, are excited for the final
stretch of the year.
“This part of the season is really a
mental game,” Whittenauer-Lee said,
“because we all put in the work up
to this point, we just have to keep it
together and keep having fun. Then
we get to go to conference and just
blow it up.”
Perry said she’s ready for the finale
ofher swimming career at Seattle U.
“It’s been a big journey for the four
build around with Karl-Anthony
Towns, Andrew Wiggins, and Zach
Lavine, but lack depth and still don’t
look like they know how to play
defense. Some of this will come with
maturity and roster continuity, but
they need more pieces to fill out
the roster.
Los Angeles Lakers—After a 10-10
start theLakers have slumped to a 6-22
record. Julius Randle has been playing
well, but Brandon Ingram’s strength
has been an issue and D’Angelo Russell
has struggled to stay on the court. Off
season acquisitions Timofey Mozgov
and Luol Deng have failed to make an
impact and the defense is one of the
worst in the league. On top of it all,
they don’t keep their first round pick
unless it falls in the top three, which
would be a huge miss in what will
likelybe a loaded draft.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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Seattle U swim meet against Simon
Fraiser University.
years. I feel like we’ve seen the team
evolve a lot so I’m really excited to see
what we do at conference.”
When asked of his goals for the
WAC championship, Nisgor kept
it simple. “Go as fast as we can.”
Sam may be reached at
sschulthels@su-spectator.com
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OP-ED: A LETTER FROM SUSTAINABLE STUDENT ACTION
We know you’ve now seen your giant likeness hanging alongside that of
President Trump. We know that it wasn’t your dreamto be associated with our
new president but we assure you it was with the best intentions. You see, many
studentsof Seattle University do not see President Trump as their leader nor do
theyplace anyhope in him to make changes that are not regressive and damaging
to their communities.
Though not the only issue in which we oppose President Trump, climate
change is one of the most glaring areas of his incompetence. Not only does he
publicly discredit climate science as “a hoax,” he also put several ofthe fossil fuel
industry’s worstplayers in positions ofpower. The companies that are endangering
Indigenous peoples, polluting air and water, and advancing the warming of
the Earth are now directly in control of the governmental structures meant to
regulate them. They will have their way in reversing years of emissions reduction,
restrictions on exploration, and protection ofpeople and environment. We think
you’ll agree thatwe cannot leave the critical decisions concerning climate change,
environmentalprotection, and justice for Indigenous communities to President
Trump or his Cabinet, not to mention the Republican controlled House, Senate,
and soon, Supreme Court.
So why then, youmight ask, is your picture posted in such closeproximity
to Donald Trump’s? Your location next to Trump is not one ofassociation but of
juxtaposition. One of thepresidents on those banners believes in climate change
and as you can imagine, we are under no illusion that we are going to convince
Trump to take action against something he does not believe in nor are we going
to influence the unelected officials who are accountable to the fossil fuel industry
first and foremost.
You as our president can lead Seattle University and, in time, all 28 American
Jesuit universities towards ajust transition from fossil fuels. Seattle Universitycould
in fact be the first of many American Jesuit universities to take an unmistakable
and concrete step against Trump’s climate denialism and lead the 27 others to
make a similar commitment. With your influence and position of leadership, we
need you to take action.
In our time here as students we have seen you grow into the kind of person
who spoke at this past MLK Unity Day of “the urgency of now,” and the need to
constantly question what one does and believes. Your students feel the urgency
of now with climate change and they’ve been organizing for divestment for
the past 5 years. Those communities facing the dangers of oil extraction and
transportation as well as thosewho are already being forced from theirhomelands
due to rising waters— they feel the urgency of now. While we are thankful for
the steps taken by the Socially Responsible Investment Taskforce and the new
committee coming out of it, ten years, at least 4 of which will be under Trump’s
fossil fuel expansionism, is far too long.
Our question to you is, with the election of our other president, with his
nomination offossil fuel-friendly businessmenand politicians, with the continued
expansion of fossil fuel infrastructure, and with the violence being done to
communities in the wake of that expansion, if not now then when is a better
time to divest?
The Spectatoreditorial board consists of JennaRamsey, ChristopherSalsbury, NickTurner, TessRiski, Bill Goldstein, Shelby Barnes, Cameron Peters, and MandyRusch. Signedcommentaries
reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those of the Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
Dear President Sundborg,
This is not only a rhetorical question but also a call. We call on you, as
OPINION
our president, to publicly state your support for committing to divest Seattle
University’s endowment in fossil fuel companies and rejecting Trump’s fossil fuel
extraction policy. Ifthere was any hope in governmental action on transitioning
away from fossil fuels with the previous administration, it is now gone and left
to institutions such as ours, who believe in and are guided by a mission.
At MLK Unity Dayyou spoke to his teachingsconcerning the urgency of now
and itsconnection to the legacy you will leave for this university. The Reverend
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. also said that “the ultimate measure ofa man is not
where he stands in moments of comfort and convenience, but where he stands
at times ofchallenge and controversy.” I think it is clear, between Trump and the
people endangered by the fossil fuel industry, on which side your students are.
Whose side are you on?
PHOTO COURTESY OF SUSTAINABLE STUDENT ACTION THESPECTATOR
A “divestfromfossil fuels”poster hangs in the Student Center.







Q® We have Homecoming? Sincerely,• A confused student
A Hello, confused Student!• We do indeed have homecoming! It is next week
* starting on Wednesday and goes all the way through
Thursday! There are lots of events that you can do and
participate in! hopefully you can utilize this time to
learn a little bit more about Seattle U and show some
Redhawk Pride (even though it is a fake animal).
Is this a promo?
Papa Jon
QSupPapa Jon, I have a really good looking basketball* player in my class ...what do I do?
Get me a threepointer,
Your, orange ball loving, friend
A Hey B-Ball thirst,• I suggest you hit them up with a good one liner. What
*
more could athletes want than a “hey, can I get your
signature?” or maybe a “I think I have seen your face
on a poster or two around campus!” This is FOR SURE




QPAPA JONNNNN,* Quick, I needyour help. Ihave the stomach flu andI*
cannot stop throwing up...what do I do?
Sick and confused,
Anonymous
AHELLOOOOOOO,• Wow, I am so sorry. Just be sure to stay away from me
* and drink lots of fluids (if you can keep it down) ...
Maybe go to the doctor if your fever hits over 100?
Medical advice is not my forte,
Papa Jon
To submit a question, go to http://ask.fm/DearPapaJon. I can’t wait to
hear fromyou all!! Love, Papa Jon
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BATTLE OF THE BANDS
(CAMPION BALLROOM)
SATURDAY
8:00 AM«12;00 PM
DAY OF SERVICE
